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NTT Group and its Partners to Participate in Future Society
Showcase Projects for the Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan
Tokyo – Sept. 7, 2022 – NTT Cooperation (“NTT”) has decided to participate in future society
showcase projects at the Expo 2025 Osaka, Kansai, Japan (“Osaka-Kansai Expo”) by
providing the Osaka-Kansai Virtual Venue and the Personal Agent for Visitors with the
cooperation of NTT DOCOMO, Inc. (“NTT DOCOMO”) and NTT Urban Solutions, Inc. (“NTT
Urban Solutions”). We will contribute to the success of the Osaka-Kansai Expo by bringing
together the technologies and knowledge cultivated by the NTT Group and providing attractive
services to visitors and people around the world.
Provision of the Virtual Venue (see Attachment 1 for details)
NTT DOCOMO, the core company of the NTT Group involved in the XR business, will provide
a virtual venue that reproduces the Yumeshima venue in 3DCG in the online space. This
venture will involve developing various initiatives using virtual technologies such as AR
(augmented reality) and VR (virtual reality) to interlock the real and the virtual. Through these
initiatives, we will increase the attraction and appeal of the Expo 2025 venue. In addition, we
will achieve an inclusive Expo where people who cannot visit the physical venue, such as the
disabled, elderly, and people all around the world, can access the virtual venue.
Provision of the Personal Agent for Visitors (see Attachment 2 for details)
NTT Urban Solutions, which supports the creation of one-of-a-kind towns along with the
residents, will treat the Osaka-Kansai Expo site as a single city and use their knowledge of
Urban DTC* to provide a smart experience that allows everyone to move around the site
without stress, thereby improving the experience value of the Expo. We will provide a
smartphone app that uses personal activity history, reservation information, location
information, crowd information, and so on to provide site guidance, including model route
proposals and facility recommendations tailored to individuals.
*

“NTT Group's Digital Platform ‘Machizukuri DTC™’ Realizes Future Urban Development” (in Japanese)
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